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Abstract—The results of the theoretical investigations and 
simultaneous strain gauge measurements of axial forces in the 
flexspline and wave generator of heavy-duty harmonic gear drives, 
mobile hot-metal mixer and ore-pulverizing mill drives are 
presented. Comparative analysis of measurements and the 
theoretically computed data made it possible to establish 
satisfactory coincidence of the results obtained experimentally with   
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I. INTRODUCTION  

External loads through transmissions are concentrated on 
the mechanical drive that should not only withstand them 
successfully but also provide reliability of the machines 
performances. The mechanical drive while making 20 - 25% 
of the weight is the main cause of failures of mining and 
metallurgical equipment (up to 60%). Breakthrough 
technologies such as harmonic gear drives distinguished by 
their high load-carrying capacities and solid performances 
serve as the reserve of increasing the level of the mechanical 
drive. Considerable advances are made in the analysis of the 
geometry, kinematics and strength of batch-produced small 
harmonic gear drives; there is a great progress in the field of 
their production [1].  

The introduction of heavy-duty harmonic gear drives in 
heavy engineering industry is impeded by the influence of the 
size factor, which does not allow transferring the existing 
computing techniques to the large prototypes. In the available 
solutions, the functional connection of force and energy 
processes with elastic strain of the flexspline is not realized   
[2 - 4]. Physics of the phenomena proceeding in the elastic 
kinematic pair, disk – flexspline, is not revealed; the nature of 
axial forces in the field of the wave generator under load is not 
determined that decline the performances, limit the load-
carrying capacity and retard the development of the heavy-
duty harmonic gear drives [5, 6].  

Studies in the force factors of interaction between elements 
of kinematic pairs of higher degree and elastic linkages aimed 
at increasing the load capacity and improving the 
performances of the heavy-duty harmonic gear drives are of 
scientific and practical interest for heavy engineering industry.  

II. WAVE GENERATOR — FLEXSPLINE INTERACTION 

ANALYSIS  

Heavy-duty harmonic gear drives have the disk-type wave 
generator, wide gear rings and teeth with the comparatively 
low module, of the order of m = (1 … 2) mm, that violates the 
theoretically based meshing conditions [7, 8], activates the 
conditions for meshing interference occurrence under high loads. The 
analytical model is developed which adequately simulates the 
interaction between the wave generator disks and the flexspline. 
While constructing the mathematical model the condition is 
assumed that radial load in the gearing is parabolically 
distributed and transferred to the disks without change. 
Maximum value of radial load qrmax is shifted from the major 
axis of the generator by the angle  χ  in the direction of the 
ingoing wave of the flexspline that is in line with the sense of 
rotation of the wave generator. Distribution of load qr in the 
contact zones of disks and the flexspline in the prototype is in 
agreement with the results obtained through strain gauging the 
circular spline tooth. 

During wave motion of the cone-shapely deformed 
flexspline, in the zones of its contact with the disks axial 
frictional forces qf develop that are divided by the wave 
generator major axis into mutually contradirectional  areas of 
forces qf1, qf2. Moment of friction М induced by forces qf1, qf2, 
orients the disks in the direction perpendicular to the motion    
rotating them through some angle γ, restrained by the limits of 
mounting clearances. In this case mating of the disks with the 
flexspline represents some similarity of friction screw pairs 
with the lead angle of γ. Moreover, the rotation of the disks is 
oriented so that independently of the rotation sense of the 
wave generator shaft the latter is always “screwed” in the 
cone-shapely formed flexspline. Such similarity of the screw 
pairs adversely affects the harmonic gear drive operation. 
Supplementary energy losses arise and axial force of the shock 
nature is formed at the cost of inertial forces of the wave 
generator with heavy weight. The generator disks deform the 
flexspline located at the free end of the cylindrical shell the opposite 
end of which is installed on the driven shaft and fastened through 
the spline joint. On the arc of the disk contact with the 
flexspline CD the radial forces qr act. Let us approximate them 
through parabolic relation:         
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where θ ∗ is the angular coordinate determining the length of radial 
load relative to its minimum value qr max.  

  Radial load qr (1) forms strain of the flexspline and 
balances the radial components of the forces developed in the 
gearing that are taken up by the wave generator disks. This is 
determined by the radial float of the flexspline the forces to 
form which with the absence of the external load (М2 = 0) are 
low as compared with the radial forces in the gearing.  
Maximum value of the radial load qr max  is connected with 
the loading torque М2  through the relation 
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where  d — circle diameter at the midpoint of the tooth of the 
circular spline.  

Maximum value of the radial load 
maxrq  (3) is deviated relative 

to the wave generator major axis ОА for the angle χ. Angle  ψ of 
deviation of the shell generatrix ВВ1 relative to the unstrained 
state of the flexspline КВ1 is increased to the maximum value ψmax at 
the axis  ОА, whereafter it reduces. This increases the length 
of generatrices ВВ1 in front of axis ОА and reduces it behind the 
axis ОА, that at constancy of the distance l from the disk plane to 
the shell end causes axial slip of the disk relative to the flexspline. 
Arising frictional forces qf   are proportional to the radial load qr 
and are directed parallel with the common axis of the 
harmonic gear drive. The resultants of frictional forces  F1 and 
F2, are determined by integrating the torque М2 from the 
equation (2)   
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where  a — distance between the drive center line and  the surface of 
the disk contact with the flexspline.  

Moment of friction  qf   

                             M = F1 xc1 + F2 xc2,                     (6)   

where abscissae xc1 and xc2 of points of frictional forces 
application  F1 , F2   
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The moment of friction М (6) is determined by the substitution of 
values (3) — (5), (7), (8). It causes skewing of the disks with turn 
around the axis ОА through the angle γ, the value of which 
depends on the type of bearings and mounting clearances. The 
disks can be supported in radial double-row spherical roller 
bearings that allow for skewing, whereby the axial clearances 
between the disks are taken up and their end planes coincide. The 
disks form with the flexspline the frictional pair with the angle 
γ equivalent to the lead angle. Angle γ is connected with the 
total axial clearance of disks ∆    

                    ∆ = (c1 + c2) (cos γ - cos2γ) + ε tg γ,                 (9) 

where с1, с2 are distances from the centers of the spherical 
bearings to the end planes of the disks divided by clearance ∆, 
determined by the expression (9);  
ε — disks eccentricity.  

Discs slip velocity Vf and power of enegy losses Nf in the 
zones of the disks contact with the flexspline are proportional 
to angle  γ    

                                 Vf   =  а⋅ω1⋅tg γ,                            (10) 

                                Nf  = 2(F1 + F2) Vf .                        (11) 

Axial force F induced by the wave generator disks 
skewing 

                                             F = F1 + F2 .                           (12)  

Force and kinematic analysis of the wave generator disks 
interaction with the flexspline has been performed. The 
mathematical model is devised for the fixed disks rolling 
along the free edge of the flexspline, represented in the form 
of elastic cylindrical shell with the gear ring, the opposite end 
of which is regarded as absolutely fixed.  

Energy losses in the area of the wave generator (11) are 
proportional to the disks slip velocity Vf,  (10) and are caused 
by the moments of friction in the zones of the disks contact 
with the flexspline (4) and (5), turning the disks around in the 
orthogonal direction to the plane of their motion. The disks 
turning around and cone-shaped deformation of the flexspline 
facilitate the formation of some similarity of friction screw 
pair with the lead angle equivalent to the angle of the disks 
turn γ.  

Axial fixing of the disks and flexspline impedes their 
relative helical motion, the axial component of which is 
transformed into axial slipping of disks relative to the 
flexspline. This causes severe energy losses in the harmonic 
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gear drive. Moments of friction in the zones of the disks 
contact with the flexspline turn the disks  towards  «screwing» 
in the flexspline while axially stretching it by frictional forces, 
the resultant value of which  is equal to double sum of forces 
F1 and  F2, (12).  

For the waveform gear reduction unit of the ore-
pulverizing mill relining drive the axial stretching force F∑, 
acting on the flexspline on the side of the wave generator, at 
friction ratio f = 0,08, loading torque М2max = 5⋅105 Nm, makes 
F∑ L  = 12603 N, and for the waveform gear reduction unit of 
the mixer swing drive, at the same loading,  F∑ k  =11619 N.  

With the presence of the axial plays, action of the axial 
frictional forces becomes dangerous not only for the support 
between the wave generator and the flexspline. The axial 
forces in disk — flexspline kinematic pairs induce periodic 
impact loads, vibrations, noise and precipitate wear.  

To the aids of reducing axial forces and energy losses in 
the area of the wave generator may be referred the following 
ones: production of the intermediate ring of bronze, 
minimization of the disks skewing angle γ through the use of 
the most rigid bearing assemblies and application of forced 
lubrication with high antifriction properties.  

With similar angles of generating linkages turn γ, the 
highest energy losses are incurred by the disk generator since 
it has maximum length of power contact with the flexspline. 
The roller generator has less length of such contact, the 
moment of friction F1 and F2, turning about the rollers in the 
orthogonal direction to their motion is lower and the losses are 
less.  

In the cam wave generator, frictional forces F1 and F2 are 
exerted simultaneously from two diametrically opposed sides 
of the cam and produce equal,  opposing one another moments 
of friction being balanced relative to the major axis of the 
wave generator and minimizing axial forces and friction 
energy losses. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF AXIAL 
FORCES ACTING IN WAVE GENERATOR DISKS AND 

FLEXSPLINE CONTACT  

During operational life testing of the waveform gear 
reduction unit of МP–600АS mobile mixer with the capacity 
of 6000 kN molten metal, at load М2 = 300 kNm, breakage of 
flexspline axial fixing bolts М16 occurred and the wave 
generator bronze axial fixing journal failed too. Causes of 
axial forces development and their numerical values leading to 
failure of the axially-loaded harmonic gear drive parts were 
unknown. In literary sources, the information on the origin of 
axial forces developing in harmonic gear drives (Fig. 1 - 8) is 
not available [9].  

 

Fig. 1. Diagram of load unit for experimental investigation of axial forces 
in flexspline: 1,  2,  3,  4 – resistive-strain sensors;   5 – fixing bolt; 6 – 

flexible sleeve; 7 – hub;  8 – washer; 9 – flexspline 

 
Fig. 2.  Strain-gauge bolt and flexible sleeve  

 

Fig. 3.  Strain-gauge bolt and flexible sleeve with resistive-strain sensors  
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Experimental investigations were carried out on the 
harmonic drive unit VZ-1120А of the ore-pulverizing mill and 
mixer swing harmonic drive unit VZ-1120. In the drive units, 
a three-disk wave generator is used [10]. The extreme disks 
are installed in the reversed phase relative to the middle disk 
and are supported in the input shaft eccentric journals, roller 
bearings, with minimal axial end clearances.  

Axial forces in the flexspline were determined by means of 
fixing bolts 5 and flexible sleeves 6 strain gauging (Fig. 1) in 
the wave generator – by means of flexible sleeve 1 strain 
gauging, to compensate the respective axial forces (Fig. 6) 
[11].   

 

Fig. 4. Oscillogram of strain-gauge bolt load    

Experimental investigations of axial forces depending on 
the wave generator phase of rotation existing in the heavy-
duty harmonic gear drives with the disk wave generator were 
carried out at fixed loads of the waveform gear reduction unit 
(М2 = const). At fixed load of the waveform gear reduction 
unit М2 = 500 kNm, the forces on the fixing bolts and flexible 
sleeves of the flexspline are shown in Fig. 7, forces on the 
flexible sleeve of the wave generator are shown in Fig. 8.  

In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 characteristic curves of axial forces 
measured in the flexspline and gear reduction units VZ-1120А 
of the ore-pulverizing mill wave generators and gear reduction 
unit VZ-1120 of the mobile mixer vs  loading torque М2. 

The experiments were conducted   using the production 
prototypes of the tilting drive gear reduction units of mobile 
mixer  МP–600АS with the capacity of 6000 kN  hot metal and  
of relining drive of МGR 5500 × 7500 ore-pulverizing mill  
with the volume of 160 m3, capacity of the loaded ore -     
2200 kN.  

In the waveform gear reduction unit of МGR 5500 × 7500 
ore-pulverizing mill swing drive the axial forces are higher 
than in the similar waveform gear reduction unit of МP–
600АS  mobile mixer swing drive.  

 

Fig. 5. Oscillogram of flexible sleeves load      

 

 
Fig. 6. Structural drawing of measuring axial forces in wave generator:  

      1 – flexible sleeve;  2 – resistive-strain sensor 
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Fig. 7. Axial force versus wave generator angle of rotation φ, at loading of 
waveform gear reduction unit М2 =5⋅105Nм on bolt 1 and sleeve 2 of 

flexspline 

 

Fig. 8.  Axial force versus wave generator angle of rotation φ, at  loading 
waveform gear reduction unit    М2 =5⋅105Nм, on wave generator sleeve  in 

accordance with resistive-strain sensors indications 1 – 4 

For loading torques М2 = 5⋅104 ÷ 5⋅105 Nм, axial force on 
the flexspline of VZ-1120А waveform gear reduction unit of 
the ore-pulverizing mill exceeds similar axial force of  the 
mobile mixer VZ-1120 waveform gear reduction unit by 9 ÷ 
10 %. In doing so, axial force on ore-pulverizing mill VZ-
1120А swing gear reduction unit wave generator is higher than 
the same of the mixer by 8 ÷ 11%.  

The available discrepancies  in values of axial forces in 
waveform gear reduction units   VZ-1120А and VZ-1120 of 
МGR 5500 × 7500 ore-pulverizing mill and МP – 600АS 
mobile mixer drive mechanisms are specified basically by the 
structural features,  geometry-gear ratios relationship of the 
gear reduction units under investigation. At similar loading 
torques М2, VZ-1120А waveform gear reduction unit of the 
ore-pulverizing mill transmits power by 28% more than 
similar VZ-1120 gear reduction unit of the mobile mixer.   

Comparative analysis of the results of theoretical and 
experimental investigations of axial forces on the production 
prototypes of VZ-1120А and VZ-1120 waveform gear reduction 
units and of the respective mechanical drives of МGR 5500 × 
× 7500 ore-pulverizing mill and МP – 600АS mobile mixer 

shows some discrepancy of the obtained data not exceeding  
6% through the whole range of measurements that gives 
evidence of the obtained results reliability. 

 
Fig. 9. Axial force  Р versus loading torque М2: on flexspline: 1, 3 of  МP – 
600АS  mixer drive,  and 2, 4 – of МGR 5500 × 7500 ore-pulverizing mill 

drive; curves 1, 2 are obtained experimentally while curves 3, 4 - theoretically 

 
Fig. 10. Axial force Р versus loading torque М2 on the wave generator: 1, 3 – 
of  МP – 600АS mixer drive,  and 2, 4 – МGR 5500 × 7500 ore-pulverizing 
mill drive; curves 1, 2 are obtained experimentally, curves 3, 4 - theoretically 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

For the first time ever the mechanism of interaction 
between the wave generator disks and the flexspline was 
revealed and the conditions of energy losses occurrence in the 
area of the wave generator were determined. Mathematical 
analog of the mechanical processes proceeding in the zones of 
the wave generator disks contact with the flexspline was 
developed.   

It is found that axial forces in the harmonic gear drive 
possess frictional nature. Kinematic pairs: disks – flexspline 
serve as a source of axial forces in the harmonic gear drive. 
Strict parallelism of the disks axes with the axis of the harmonic 
gear drive is not provided. This forms similarity of the friction 
screw pair: disks – flexspline. The rotation of the input shaft 
activates helical motion of the wave generator which is 
«screwed» in the flexspline and develops axial force Р, taken up 
by the flexspline. In the batch-produced harmonic gear drives, 
axial forces are low and they do not affect their operation while 
in the heavy-duty harmonic gear drives the axial forces feature 
greater values and require to be measured and recorded.  

In order to reduce axial forces in heavy-duty harmonic gear 
drives it is recommended to: 

• eliminate floating installation of the wave generator by 
mounting it on the bearing assemblies; 

• eliminate spherical bearings for the disks installation; 

• eliminate “spinning” of disks relative to the supports; 

• remove axial plays in the wave generator and 
flexspline; 

• install a bronze ring in the space between the disks and 
the flexspline; 

• deliver forced lubrication to the zone of the disks 
contact with the flexspline. 

Fulfilment of the above recommendations will allow the 
disks skews and the axial movements amplitude to be 
minimized, the axial forces that with the presence of 
eccentrically installed heavy spinning masses take on the 
impact nature, to be reduced. Decreasing frictional forces in 
kinematic pairs «disks – flexspline» reduces axial forces, 
energy losses and disks wear. 

The results of the investigations obtained analytically and 
using experimental techniques correlate well and are 
implemented at PJS NKMZ when manufacturing heavy-duty 
waveform gear reduction units for mining and metallurgical 
equipment.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analytical derivations obtained with the use of 
mathematical models are supported by the results of 
experimental investigations. Approval of mathematical models  
analogs of kinematic pairs of higher degree: disk – flexspline, 
on the waveform gear reduction units of  МGR 5500 × 7500 
ore-pulverizing mill and МP – 600АS mobile hot-metal mixer 
has presented satisfactory coincidence of the data obtained 
experimentally with  the results of analytical solution. 
Discrepancies between the data of theoretical and 
experimental investigations of axial forces in the waveform 
gear reduction units of МGR 5500 × 7500 ore-pulverizing mill 
relining and МP – 600АS mobile mixer  swing drives     do not 
exceed 6%, that testifies to high reliability of the results 
obtained.  

The results of the performed investigations make it 
possible to optimize the parameters of heavy-loaded waveform 
gear reduction units at the stage of their design that facilitates 
the enhancement of scientific and technological potential of 
heavy industry. 
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